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GUIDELINE

These are the standards you should stick to:

Please use the master layouts for your presentation
Insert Title, Name, Position, University
The picture for the first slide you can change according to the topic of your 
presentation, but you should keep the YSMU white logo

Design presentations that take no more than 20 minutes
Provide introductory and summary statements
Use custom illustrations to teach complex concepts
Use royalty-free graphics and photos to add visual interest
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GUIDELINE

Keep language simple, concise and consistent
Do not use hyphens to break words
If you use a Mac, please insert pictures in .jpg or .
The standard color for the presentation must be dark blue & the grading
Avoid using many colors
If you need another color, you can use dark red and the grading
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If you use a Mac, please insert pictures in .jpg or .png format
The standard color for the presentation must be dark blue & the grading

If you need another color, you can use dark red and the grading



TEXT FORMAT

Title: Use font AVANTI, size 33, and Bold it

The font for the text should be AVANTI

Text without listing in size 24

 Listing in size 22

Second level with circle bullet
- Sub items in size 20 (third level with dash bullet)
• Sub items of sub items size 18 (font size not lower than 16)
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